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In today's #vatnik soup, I'll discuss sanctions and why they
haven't affected  as badly as was predicted. First of all, not
all companies have left . Yale has a neat list from where you
can check which companies are still conducting business in :
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Over 1,000 Companies Have Curtailed Operations i…

https://som.yale.edu/story/2022/over-1000-companies-have-cu…

Philips is still doing online biz,Match Group's Tinder  

is still functioning &  can still beg for money through Patreon. "Humane" clothing

Benetton is still doing business as usual, I guess they need all the money they can get. Same

goes for Lacoste. 
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Many sanctioned products are being sold through various loopholes. First of them is actually

illegal, and its called "parallel import". Russia has changed its laws so that products can be

imported without the permission of the trademark owner. 
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In addition to being illegal, this is also dangerous, as there are no manufacturer's guarantees

for illegal 

products. If those car parts break down and you cause an accident... tough shit. 

The Guardian has published a good article on parallel import: 
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The grey Zara market: how ‘parallel imports’ give comfort to Russian c…
Western brands that pulled out are still on sale, due to legal changes that have
fuelled entrepreneurship

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/12/russia-grey-market-parallel-imports-c…
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Russia also uses third party countries for importing products. Eurasian countries such as

Kazakhstan are common import points for Western products headed to Russia. This is both

expensive and dangerous for the intermediate party. 5/8

With Russian exports,the origin is often obfuscated through complex procedures.Oil is

transferred to Europe and elsewhere through China and India, and phosphates (that are

critical for food production) are exported from Syria through a complex pattern of tracking

data removal.6/8
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Many businessmen and oligarchs also buy European passports. For example, Gennady

Timchenko has a Finnish nationality. You can even buy a "golden passport" from Malta,

Cyprus and Bulgaria. These people then try to obfuscate their Russian nationality. 
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How did Putin get so rich? In today's #vatnik soup I'll be 
introducing one of his money men, oligarch Gennady 
Timchenko. Timchenko has a special place in Finnish 
people's hearts, as he also has Finnish citizenship and has 
been doing a lot of business in .  
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The last method for doing business is through a complex network of companies and front

organizations that are often located in tax havens. The Pandora Papers revealed many of

these networks that were connected to Putin, Timchenko and other oligarchs. 8/8
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